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Three hundred years ago, during the Age of Enlightenment, the
coffeehouse became the center of innovation. Back then, most people
went from drinking beer to consuming coffee (i.e. from being tipsy to
being wired) and ideas started exploding. The details of this story are
important (and fun) one for anyone passionate about innovation…
Alcohol has been with us since the beginning. Some scholars argue
that agriculture was invented to produce more grain, not for food, but
for alcohol production. Caffeine use, however, is more recent. Chinese
consumption of caffeinated tea dates back to at least 3,000 BC. But
the discovery of coffee, with its generally far stronger caffeine
content, seems to have occurred in 15th century Yemen. Before the
Enlightenment age, Europeans drank alcohol throughout the day.
Then, through trade with the Arab world, a transformation occurred:
coffee, rich with caffeine, a stimulant, swept across the continent and
replaced alcohol, a depressant.
In his excellent book Where Good Ideas Come From: The Natural History of Innovation, author Steven Johnson
explores the impact of coffeehouses on the Enlightenment culture of the 18th century. “It’s no accident,” he says,
“that the age of reason accompanies the rise of caffeinated beverages.” There are two main drivers at work here.
The first is that before the discovery of coffee, much of the world was intoxicated much of the day. This was mostly
a health issue. Water was too polluted to drink, so beer was the beverage of choice. In his New Yorker essay “Java
Man,” Malcolm Gladwell explains it this way: “Until the 18th century, it must be remembered, many Westerners
drank beer almost continuously, even beginning their day with something called “beer soup.” Now they begin each
day with a strong cup of coffee. One way to explain the industrial revolution is as the inevitable consequence of a
world where people suddenly preferred being jittery to being drunk.”
Historian Tom Standage agrees. “The impact of the introduction of coffee into Europe during the seventeenth
century was particularly noticeable since the most common beverages of the time, even at breakfast, were weak
‘small beer’ and wine. … Those who drank coffee instead of alcohol began the day alert and stimulated, rather than
relaxed and mildly inebriated, and the quality and quantity of
their work improved. … Western Europe began to emerge
from an alcoholic haze that had lasted for centuries.”
But equally important to the Enlightenment was the
coffeehouse as a hub for information sharing. These new
establishments drew people from all walks of life. Suddenly
the rabble could party alongside the royals, and this allowed
all sorts of novel notions to begin to meet and mingle and, as
Matt Ridley says, “have sex.” In his book London Coffee
Houses, Bryant Lillywhite explains it this way: “The London
coffee-houses provided a gathering place where, for a penny
admission charge, any man who was reasonably dressed
could smoke his long, clay pipe, sip a dish of coffee, read the
newsletters of the day, or enter into conversation with other
patrons. At the period when journalism was in its infancy and the postal system was unorganized and irregular, the
coffeehouse provided a center of communication for news and information... Naturally, this dissemination of news
led to the dissemination of ideas, and the coffeehouse served as a forum for their discussion.”

